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The Gun Digest Book of Exploded Gun Drawings is the definitive one-volume
resource for collectors, gunsmiths and hobbyists, with hundreds of updated listings
for modern and vintage handguns, rifles and shotguns. More than 1000 line
drawings of disassembled guns are presented, with parts identified by number and
a key to those numbers. This collection of "exploded guns" is the perfect aid to
anyone looking to identify and order replacement parts, or take a gun apart for
cleaning and simple repair, a must-have for gunsmiths, shooters and law
enforcement officials. In addition to the detailed, easy-to-understand drawings of
long guns and handguns of all types, this book features a resource section
containing contact information for buying gun parts and supplies. The Gun Digest
Book of Exploded Gun Drawings is sure to become a must-have for gunsmiths,
shooters and law enforcement officials.

Field and Stream
The updated second edition of Handbook of Firearms and Ballistics includes recent
developed analytical techniques and methodologies with a more comprehensive
glossary, additional material, and new case studies. With a new chapter on the
determination of bullet caliber via x-ray photography, this edition includes revised
material on muzzle attachments, proof marks, non-toxic bullets, and gunshot
residues. Essential reading for forensic scientists, firearms examiners, defense and
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prosecution practitioners, the judiciary, and police force, this book is also a helpful
reference guide for undergraduate and graduate forensic science students.

Blue Book of Gun Values
Just a Spoonful of Laughter Helps the Medicine Go Down
The most current, up to date, full color manual anywhere on the Remington 870
shotgun. Authored by Erik Lawrence, former Special Forces Instructor and owner of
one of the most realistic and experienced training companies in the US. 56 pages
of great to know information with procedures that have been vetted over time.
50+ color pictures to better explain the listed procedures. Developed for weapons
familiarization classes and instructor developmentthe best Team Room reference
library available. The objective of this manual is to allow the reader to be able to
use the Remington 870 shotgun system safely and competently. The practical
guide will give the reader: * background/specifications of the weapon and its
capability * Multiple descriptive photographs * instructions on its operation *
disassembly and assembly procedures * proper safe firing procedures *
malfunction procedures Operator level maintenance will also be detailed to allow
the operator to understand and become competent in the use and maintenance of
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the Remington 870 shotgun.

Shooter's Bible, 110th Edition
GUNSMITHING: SHOTGUNS gives you the information you need to make repairs,
improve the performance and adjust the fit of all major shotgun styles. From
replacing a missing bead to repairing a malfunctioning action, you learn everything
you need with step-by-step instructions.

Firearms Encyclopedia
Federal Firearms Regulations Reference Guide
This is the latest word on true assault weaponry in use today by international
military and law enforcement organisations. The authors report on the changing
mission of these weapons and then test many of them during the preparation of
exclusive performance reports. Students of the world's assault weaponry will find
fresh information on trends and applications, as well as discussion and evaluation
of the very latest firearms: Rifles, Submachine Guns, Crew-Served Machine Guns,
Combat Shotguns -- plus a very educated look into the 21st century.
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The Remington 700
Guns Illustrated 2011
Provides instructions on how to use handguns for personal defense and protection,
describing the types of people who should not own guns, and discussing
psychological preparedness, basic tactical self-protection tools, handling and
maintenance, ammunition, revolvers, semi-automatic pistols, holsters, safe
operation and range procedures, safe shooting and survival procedures, and other
topics.

Gun Digest Treasury
Handbook of Firearms and Ballistics
The Police Chief
The Book Every Responsible Gun Owner MUST Read It seems everywhere you turn
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these days someone is offering advice on carrying a handgun for self-defense. But
Armed--The Essential Guide to Concealed Carry is like nothing you've read before.
Authored by Bruce N. Eimer, Ph.D., a noted psychologist with a dedication to
teaching skills for staying armed and alive, Armed is the thinking gun owner's
bible. This comprehensive volume breaks down not just the tools and tactics, but
the mindset and choices a law-abiding citizen must have and make to become selfreliant, alert and legally armed. Inside you'll find: Why going armed is about
owning your safety, not just a handgun The true mindset that drives anti-gunners
How to avoid the "Hero Syndrome" What rules of engagement lead to justifiable
use of force How to deal with the trauma after a shooting incident Practical dry-fire
and live-fire drills Weapon retention--keeping a gun grab from happening to you
The Force Continuum--how it works and the actions you'll take along its course to
survive an attack And much, much more With comprehensive overviews on the
gear that works and when it works, less-than-lethal rescue options, and commonsense solutions to everyday personal security problems, Armed--The Essential
Guide to Concealed Carry is the one reference book that every truly responsible
gun owner must read from cover to cover.

Essential Guide to Handguns
After his best friend is shot and killed, fourteen-year-old Langston borrows his
science teacher's time machine and travels from Los Angeles in 2010 to Oxford,
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England, in 1278 to try to prevent Roger Bacon from publishing his formula for
gunpowder.

The Modern American Pistol and Revolver
FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports magazine, celebrates the
outdoor experience with great stories, compelling photography, and sound advice
while honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have passed down for
generations.

Pistol and Revolver Shooting
A compendium of 35 articles selected from the first 45 years of Gun Digest, plus 60
representative pages from catalog sections. Indexes all articles from Gun Digest
and other DBI annuals through 1994.

The New York Times Manual of Style and Usage
YOUR GO-TO GUIDE FOR GUNS, AMMO & GEAR Get the complete low-down on
what's new in the shooting industry with Guns Illustrated 2011. Stuffed with photos
and behind-the-scenes peeks at today's hottest guns and gear, Guns Illustrated
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2011 is an economical guide to the latest and greatest guns, shooting supplies and
accessories. Before you spend another dollar on guns or gear, arm yourself with
the facts-with Guns Illustrated 2011! &break;IT'S ALL HERE!&break;&break;
Reports from the Field&break; Handguns&break; Rifles&break; Shotguns&break;
Ammo&break; Reloading Supplies&break; Optics&break; Airguns&break; Black
Powder&break; Informative Articles on Special-Interest Guns &break; Ballistics
Tables&break; Manufacturers Directory&break; And more

The Gun Digest Book of Exploded Gun Drawings
This manual has been written with the Law Enforcement Firearms Instructor in
mind. It is an attempt to save the instructor time by furnishing already prepared
outlines that cover most of the subject currently taught by and to law enforcement
personnel. The purpose of the manual is twofold: First, it can be used by current
firearms instructors as a handy reference guide and also as a way of keeping all of
the firearms outlines in one simple format. By preparing the manual in this fashion,
all of an instructor's outlines are easily accessible should an instructor's class be
challenged by the legal system. Secondly, this manual can be used as the text for
firearms instructor initial certification classes. Once the new instructor completes
the basic certification course, he or she will have a complete set of outlines that
can be used for teaching their classes. The first four outlines in this manual (The
Role of the Firearms Instructor, Safety Responsibilities, Record Keeping, and
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Discipline) are generally used during instructor development classes. The rest of
the outlines, while also used in instructor development classes, are also
appropriate for basic recruit classes as well as classes that are designed for inservice personnel. The Appendix contains material that can be used as class
handouts or made into overheads for class presentations. Some of the courses can
be used for general firearms qualification, while others are used for training a
specific skill, such as linear and lateral movement or multiple attackers. The
manual has been written to take the pain out of the "office work" part of being a
firearms instructor and to give the instructor more time to teach.

Ducks Unlimited
FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports magazine, celebrates the
outdoor experience with great stories, compelling photography, and sound advice
while honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have passed down for
generations.

LDS Preparedness Manual
The previously untold story of the Zenith Trans-Oceanic, the world's most romantic
and expensive series of portable radios. Long a companion of kings, presidents,
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transoceanic yachtsmen and world explorers, the Trans-Oceanic was also carried
into battle by American troops in three wars. Its great popularity in spite of a very
high price can be laid at the feet of several generations of armchair travelers who
used the shortwave capabilities of the Trans-Oceanic as a window on the world.
With access to the Zenith corporate archives and their long experience as radio
enthusiasts and writers for both the popular and scholarly press, Professors Bryant
and Cones present the engrossing stories of the development and use of the TransOceanic throughout its forty year life. They present a wealth of never-before
published photographs, documents and information concerning these fascinating
radios, their collection, preservation and restoration.

Practical Guide to the Operational Use of the RPD Machine Gun
The most current, up to date, full color manual anywhere on the RPD Machine Gun
system. Authored by Erik Lawrence, former Special Forces Instructor and owner of
one of the most realistic and experienced training companies in the US. 72 pages
of great to know information with procedures that have been vetted over time.
60+ color pictures to better explain the listed procedures. Developed for weapons
familiarization classes and instructor developmentthe best Team Room reference
library available. The objective of this manual is to allow the reader to be able to
use the RPD Machine Gun system safely and competently. The practical guide will
give the reader: * background/specifications of the weapon and its capability *
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Multiple descriptive photographs * instructions on its operation * disassembly and
assembly procedures * proper safe firing procedures * malfunction and misfire
procedures Operator level maintenance will also be detailed to allow the operator
to understand and become competent in the use and maintenance of the RPD
Machine Gun system.

Practical Guide to the Operational Use of the Remington 870
Shotgun
FIREARMS INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL
Defines gun and shooting terms. Includes appendix and index.

Parsons' and Clevenger's Annual Practice Manual of New York
The Shotgun Book
Need answers now? Gun Digest's Shooter's Guide to Handguns will quickly give
you the facts you need to help you choose your handgun, select ammunition, shoot
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it effectively, and take care of your investment--all in an easy-to-read, wellillustrated format. With more information for the dollar than any shooting book on
the market, you get: Compelling text by a world-renowned revolver gunsmith and
certified Combat Focus Shooting instructor. Up-to-date ballistics data. The latest
handguns, loads and optics. Whether you're interested in self defense, hunting,
plinking, or competition, this is the one book that should be on your shelf!

Michigan Out-of-doors
Field & Stream
Published annually for more than eighty years, the Shooter’s Bible is the most
comprehensive and sought-after reference guide for new firearms and their
specifications, as well as for thousands of guns that have been in production and
are currently on the market. Nearly every firearms manufacturer in the world is
included in this renowned compendium. The 110th edition also contains new and
existing product sections on ammunition, optics, and accessories, along with
updated handgun and rifle ballistic tables and extensive charts of currently
available bullets and projectiles for handloading. With a timely feature on the
newest products on the market, and complete with color and black-and-white
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photographs featuring various makes and models of firearms and equipment, the
Shooter’s Bible is an essential authority for any beginner or experienced hunter,
firearm collector, or gun enthusiast.

Field & Stream
A standard reference work for shotgun owners and hunters includes information on
new shotgun models, loads, and prices

Field & Stream
This is a new release of the original 1942 edition.

Black Powder
A guide to hand-guns and shooting Himmelwright's guide to pistol and revolver
shooting will particularly interest those who collect or shoot historical firearms.
Various types of hand-gun are illustrated and described as is the ammunition that
accompanied them. The author discusses shooting positions, target shooting and
the reloading of ammunition. First published in the early 20th century, this book
contains dedicated sections on revolver practice for the police forces of the period
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and interesting guidance in the use of hand-guns for ladies. Leonaur editions are
newly typeset and are not facsimiles; each title is available in softcover and
hardback with dustjacket; our hardbacks are cloth bound and feature gold foil
lettering on their spines and fabric head and tail bands.

Progressive Farmer
Gunsmithing
In Reloading for Handgunners, the reader will learn the benefits of serious handgun
ammunition reloading (decreased cost, increased reliability) in an accessible, stepby-step way. In addition, the reader will learn how to avoid the costly, wasteful
errors that plague many reloaders, experienced and novice alike. Finally, the
reader will enjoy the vast experience and unique style that have made Patrick
Sweeney the country's leading guru on tactical and competition shooting and
ammunition. Features: Shortcuts, hints and tips (from a certified master gunsmith,
film consultant, and certified Armorer Instructor) to reload your own ammunition
and avoid costly errors Loading data for the most popular and asked-about calibers
Specialty loading info for: Competition: IPSC/IDPA, Bullseye, Steel Challenge,
Cowboy Hunting: heavy magnums and big bores
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The Zenith Trans-Oceanic
Just a Spoon Full of Laughteris a great read for anyone that’s been to a doctors
office and made it out alive. Written by an actual physician, it will keep you in
stitches (no pun intended) from one story to the next. See for yourself what could
be so funny about the physician office visit. Whether it’s recalling his first
sigmoidoscopy or performing an autopsy, you’ll keep this riveting series of short
humorous stories right there in the bathroom for pleasurable reading. You may
even find yourself somewhere between the pages. From an author who will never
be a New York Times Best Seller, it’s a great book for young or old, male or female,
professional or not. It’s especially ideal for that person in your life who has
everything except a sense of humor. It’s ideal as a stocking stuffer, white elephant
gift or for future yard sales. “The funniest book I ever read.” Says Dr. Zhivago
“Yes! Yes! Yes!” Says Dr. No

Understanding the Use of Handguns for Self-Defense
Reloading for Handgunners
A priceless education for new handgun owners. An important refresher fro
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experienced carriers. If you own-or are considering owning-a handgun, this book is
a must, covering: - Tips for selecting the right gun for you - An exploration of
shooting techniques - Guidance on developing an "armed" mindset - A realistic look
at what happens in a gunfight - Crucial advice for dealing with law enforcement Suggestions for dealing with anti-gun sentiment

Gun Digest Shooter's Guide to Handguns
"The official style guide used by the writers and editors of the world's most
authoritative news organization."

Field & Stream
Provides a guide to Federal firearms regulations. Explains recent changes in
Federal firearm laws & their significance. Includes sections on the laws,
regulations, rulings, procedures & industry circulars; general information about
firearms; & a question & answer section. Complete text of the relevant parts of the
Code of Federal Regulations (27 CFR Parts 47, 178, & 179). Complete texts of the
following laws: The Gun Control Act, The National Firearms Act, The Arms Export
Control Act, & 18 U.S.C. para. 1715 (nonmailable firearms).
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The Pistol and Revolver
The Gun Digest Book of Assault Weapons
FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports magazine, celebrates the
outdoor experience with great stories, compelling photography, and sound advice
while honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have passed down for
generations.

Hunting, Fishing and Camping
The "bible" of the firearms industry for accurate value information and descriptions
of rifles, pistols, and shotguns. The industry standard for over 25 years!

Armed - The Essential Guide to Concealed Carry
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